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Recent studies of computational complexity have focused on "axioms" 
which characterize the "difficulty of a computation" (Blum, 1967a) or the 
measure of the "size of a program," (Blum, 1967b and Pager, 1969). In this 
paper  we wish to carefully examine the consequences of hypothesizing a 
relation which connects measures of size and of difficulty of computation. 
The relation is motivated by the fact that computations are performed "a few 
instructions at a time" so that if one has a bound on the difficulty of a com- 
putation, one also has a bound on the "number of executed instructions." This 
relation enables one to easily show that algorithms exist for finding the most 
efficient programs for computing finite functions. This result, which has been 
obtained independently for certain Turing machine measures by David Pager, 
contrasts harply with results for measures of size, where it is known that no 
algorithm can exist for going from a finite function to the shortest program 
for computing it (Blum, 1969b) (Pager, 1969). In a concluding section, which 
can be read independently of the above-mentioned results, some remarks are 
made about the desirability of using a program for computing an infinite 
function when one is interested in the function only on some finite domain. 
There is nothing deep in this paper, and we hope that a reader familiar with 
the rudiments of recursion theory will find this paper a simple introduction 
to the "axiomatic" theory of computational complexity. Such a reader might 
do well to begin with the concluding remarks after reading the basic definitions. 
We let )ti¢i be a s tandard enumerat ion  of all partial  recursive funct ions.  
For  expository purposes  it will be  conven ient  o assume that  wi th  each i 
we have effectively associated some program ~i  wh ich  computes  exactly the 
funct ion ¢ , .  Because we can pass back and forth effectively between programs 
~i  and indices i, we identi fy ~ i  wi th  i and may, e.g., speak of "program i " .  
Fo l lowing B lum (1967a), we call a sequence Aiq)i of part ial  recursive funct ions 
a measure if it satisfies 
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AXIOM 1. For all i, the domain of 6i = the domain of # i .  
and 
AXIOM 2. There is an algorithm for deciding, given i, x, and y whether 
q>i(x) <~ y. 
For example, ~i(x) might be the number of executed instructions if the 
i-th algol program or Turing machine is operated on input argument x, 
or it might be the amount of tape or storage space used if the program halts. 
We follow Blum (1967b) in saying that a function I [ measures the size 
of programs if it satisfies 
AXIOM 3. There is an effective procedure for listing, given n, the entire 
finite set of programs, ~9 satisfying 1~3 [ = n, and for knowing when the 
listing is completed. We sometimes write [ j  ] for ] :~j ]. 
(The reader should be warned that the finiteness condition rules out, 
e.g., measuring the size of a "FORTRAN- l ike"  program by the number of 
its instructions. This follows by observing that there are infinitely many 
simple instructions of the form: WRITE  0, WRITE  1, WRITE  2 ..... A 
suitable measure of size would be the total number of characters or even 
the total number of cards in a punched program.) 
In this paper, we shall call a quadruple of the form (~,  ~, ~b, I /), where 
is a standard indexing of the partial recursive functions, ~b is a measure 
of computational complexity satisfying Axioms 1 and 2, ] [ is a measure 
of size satisfying Axiom 3, and ~ is a mapping from integers to programs 
such that ~ i  computes ~, ,  a measured programming system. The programs 
~i  are included primarily as an aid to exposition. Since it is possible to 
always pass effectively back and forth between i and ~ i ,  one can always 
dispense with the programs ~,  in favor of working directly with the indexing 
Ai4~ i . 
From Blum (1967b) and Pager (1969), we know that for any programming 
system (~,  $, 4, ] [), there is no algorithm which, given a finite function g, 
produces a program ~i  for which the size [ i [ is minimal while the program 
computes the function g for all arguments in the domain of g. (In fact, in 
Pager (1969), this is proven with no assumptions about the computability 
of the function ] l l) We now ask whether we can find a program ~i  such 
that ~,(x) = g(x) for all x ~ domain g = D and for which ~D q)~(x) is 
minimal. Given a finite function g (e.g., by being given its table) we can 
certainly find some program ~i  for which $i ~ g; so suppose 
~i = g and E ~,(x) --~ Af. 
x~D 
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Suppose for the moment hat ~i is a measure of how much time it takes 
for program i to operate. Now if there is some program ~j  such that 
¢,/D = g/D and Z~D ¢~-(X) < M then there must be such a program .~/ 
with l~j ,  [ < M. The intuitive reason for this is that programs execute 
one instruction at a time. Thus if we eliminate from ~3 all instructions not 
actually executed in calculating ¢)/D, we obtain a program ~-, such that 
xED 
while 
Cj,/D = ¢,/D = g/D. 
The situation if ~, measures the amount of storage used by program .~, 
is only slightly more complicated. Suppose ~x~, q~a(x) < M. Consider any 
computation by ~ for argument x ~ D. The requirement ~2x~o ~a(x) < M 
bounds the amount of storage which program #j  may actually use. Therefore 
if an excessively arge number of instructions are executed by ~j  in computing 
dOe(x), both the contents of storage and the location in the program must 
be repeated, causing the program to cycle. In short, if we have a bound 
on the storage which can be used, we can compute a bound on the number 
of instructions which need be executed, and hence can compute a bound 
on the size of the programs which need be considered in looking for programs 
which require less storage. 
We would like to summarize the preceding discussion as a new principle 
which relates measures of size and complexity. We do this with Principle R 
below. Unfortunately, within the Blum theory we cannot talk about 
"program instructions," so we must formalize the preceding discussion by 
formalizing the conclusion rather than directly formalizing the reasons for 
the conclusion. Although the principle may appear to have a complicated 
statement, it is a fairly direct translation of the conclusions in the final 
sentence of the preceding paragraph. We let AyD~ denote a canonical one-one 
enumeration of all finite sets: given y, we can list D~ and know when the 
listing is completed. 
PRINCIPLE R. A measured programming system (#,  ¢, ~b, I [} satisfies 
Principle R if there is a total computable function c(z, y, i) such that, if ¢i 
is defined on Dy and if there exists some program ~ satisfying 
¢~ID~ = ~,/D v (1) 
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with 
Z ~bj (x)< Z ~bi(x), (2) 
x~ D v ~c~ D~t 
then there exists some j satisfying (1), (2) and 
[~ j ]  ~C(~D,q)~(x) ,y, i ) . I  (3) 
TheOREM 1. Let (~,  ¢, 4), ] ]) be any measured programming system, let 
hyF~ be an enumeration of all tables for defining functions mapping finite sets 
of integers into integers, and let D u, denote the domain of F~ . Then Principle R 
holds if and only if there is an effective procedure, given the table F~ , for finding 
a program ~ which computes F~j most efficiently (i.e., ¢j/D v, =F  u and 
~.~,~ ~93(x) is as small as possible). 
Proof. We let ~s(~) be some program which computes the function F v , 
e.g., by encoding its table. 
Suppose that Principle R holds. Then,  since ¢~(u) = Fu ,  we may, given y, 
compute 
(P~(~)(~) = dof. M .  
~EDy, 
We may next list all programs ~3' such that 
]~ l  < c(M, y', f (y)) .  (4) 
(There are only finitely many such programs.) Of  these, we can effectively 
find those programs ~j  for which 
Z ~(x)  < M.  (5) 
$~Dy, 
1 The preceding discussion in fact suggests that an even stronger principle should 
hold, namely, c should be a function of the single variable ~'~xeD ~bz(X) • However, the .y 
weaker principle is adequate for our purposes and in any case m many models is not 
really weaker. In many models, (~, ¢, ~b, I ]), one must both read the input x and 
write the output ¢~(x). In such a situation, from a knowledge of ¢,(x) one can effectively 
bound both x and e/x). But in this case (assuming both the notation and results of 
Theorem I) if we are given the function 2zyic(z, y, i) of Principle R, we may reduce 
it to a suitable function c' of a single variable as follows: Given z find d~ and r~ such 
that w >~ dz implies ¢~(w) > z and such that w ~> r~ and ¢~(x) : w implies ¢~(x) > z. 
Next set 
c'(z) = max{l ~, [ [ #,  is a most efficient program for computing 
F u where D u, C_ {0, 1,... dz} and max,e~v , Fu(x ) ~ rz. 
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Finally for those programs ~ satisfying (4) and (5), ~j(x) is defined for 
all x ~ Dv' so for such j we may actually decide whether 
¢dD¢ = F¢ .  (6) 
Thus to find a most efficient program for calculating Fv, we simply choose 
a program .~- satisfying (4)-(6) for which the sum in (5) is minimal. I f  
there is no program ~.  satisfying (4)-(6), program ~s(~) must itself be a 
most efficient way of calculating Fv,  so that iteration of this process must 
yield a most efficient program for calculating F v .2 
Conversely, if we can, given F, find a most efficient way of calculating F, 
then Principle R holds because we may define c(z, y, i) simply by 
c(z, y, i) = l 
the size of a most efficient program for 
computing the table for 16~/Dy if ~x~D~ q~i(x) <~ z, 
0 if Zx~D~ qS~(x) ~ z. 
We are indebted to John Berenberg for first pointing out to us the validity 
of the first part of the preceding proof for Turing machine models. A similar 
proof for Turing machine models has been obtained independently by 
Pager (1970). Pager also defines efficiency of programs over infinite sets and 
shows for his Turing machine models that an algorithm for finding the most 
efficient algorithm exists only if the domain set is finite. 
THEOREM 2. Axioms 1-3 do not imply Principle R. 
Proof. We first start with any measured programming system 
(~,  4, ~, I l). Let K be any infinite set of integers which can be effectively 
generated, but which has no algorithm for deciding given n, whether or 
not n ~ K. Let k be any 1-1 total recursive function which enumerates K, 
(so K = {k(0), k(1), k(2),...}). We now define a new measured programming 
system (# ' ,  4', W, [ l') as follows: 
~ = ~,  O;dy) = ¢~(y) + 1, 1 2~ I' = t ~ I, (so G = 43, 
The referee points out that this iteration is not necessary if we assume (as we 
may without loss of generality) that c is nondecreasing in its first argument. On the 
other hand, if the measure ¢o is allowed to assume rational rather than merely integer 
values and if c is not nondecreasing in its first argument, hen the iteration need not 
terminate. 
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while ~+1 is any program ~ which writes k(i) on input 0, and fails to 
halt on inputs y 5a 0, 8 
and 
~+~(0) = 0 but q~+l(Y) is undefined i fy  # 0, 
[ ~ i+1 [' = 2i + 1. 
Verification that Axioms (1)-(3) hold is straightforward. But now the most 
efficient program ~- '  for computing the finite function {<0, n)} has ¢~'(0) = 0 
if n E K while ¢/(0)  > 0 if n ~ K. Thus if we could, given n, find a most 
efficient program for computing {<0, n)}, we could decide whether n ~ K 
by finding a most efficient program ~(n)  for computing {<0, n)} and then 
testing whether q~;(n)(0) ~ 0. 
Theorem 1 says that Principle R is adequate to guarantee that we are able, 
given a finite function, to find the most efficient algorithm for computing it. 
On the other hand Theorem 2 assures us that some such principle is 
really necessary. Although we feel that Principle R is really more basic 
than the ability to find the most efficient algorithm for computing finite 
functions, Theorem 1 suggests that these are perhaps really equivalent 
principles. That this is not in fact the case follows by showing that under 
a weakening of Axiom 3, Principle R no longer implies the existence of 
algorithms for finding the most efficient means for computing finite functions. 
Thus Principle R has (in our opinion) not only the advantage of being the 
more intuitively appealing of the two principles, but also the advantage 
of being the logically weaker principle. We show this next. 
We say that a function [ I' is a pseudo-measure of size if it satisfies 
AXIOM Y. [ I' is a finite-one total recursive function. 
Clearly Axiom 3 implies Axiom 3', for if I [ satisfies 3 it is by definition 
finite-one and to compute ] i ] one simply lists all J0 such that I J0 [ = 0, 
all Jl such that l j l  I = 1,... until eventually one lists i among those j~ for 
which i jn I = n. 
It has been pointed out by the referee that this definition of ~+1 violates our 
initially stated requirement that the indexing of programs be one-to-one. This objec- 
tion is easily overcome ither by dropping the referencing to programs ~ and ~'  
altogether or by enlarging the language of the programs ~'  to allow symbols not in 
the language of the programs ~ and then using these new symbols in defining ~+1 
by adding to ~ a set of unexecutable instructions using these new symbols and 
letting the set depend on i. 
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THEOREM 3. A. In any measured programming system satisfying Axioms 1, 
2, and 3', if there is an algorithm which enables one to pass effectively from 
a finite function to a most efficient program for computing the function, then 
Principle R holds. 
B. There is a system satisfying Axioms 1, 2, and 3' in which Principle R 
holds but no such algorithm exists. 
Proof of A. This is identical with the corresponding proof in Theorem 1. 
We did not use the full force of Axiom 3 there. 
Proof of B. We assume that (~,  ¢, ~, [ ]) is any measured programming 
system satisfying Axioms 1-3, and Principle R. We modify (~,  ¢, q), ] l) 
to obtain a new measured programming system (~' ,  ¢', ~b', ] [') much as in 
the proof of Theorem 2. Namely, we take ~2i ~ ~, ,  q52i(x) = q)i(x) + 1, 
and ]~ ]' = [# i  I. However we now take ~( i )  to be the program which 
writes k(i) (the i-th member of a nonrecursive but enumerable set K) on 
input 0 and is obtained by the use of Theorem 1 so that ~(~) computes 
the function {(0, k(i))} as efficiently as possible in the system (~,  ¢, ~b, [ I). 
We obtain ~i+1 by introducing new symbols not in the language of the 
system (~,  ¢, #, [ [) and adding these to ~( , )  to guarantee that ~ i+1 does 
not halt on inputs other than 0. Formally we have: ¢~+1(0) = k(i), and 
¢~+1(x) is undefined if x ~ 0, but we now define q)~+~(0)= 0 and 
The reader may easily verify that Axioms 1-3' hold in <~', ¢', ~', [ ['). 
Furthermore, n e K iff the most efficient program ~j '  for computing the 
function {<0, n)} has (b j (0 )= 0, so no algorithm for finding the most 
efficient program ~-'  can exist. 
To complete the proof we must verify the existence of a function c' which 
witnesses the fact that Principle R holds in the system <-~', ¢', ~', [ ]'). 
To calculate c'(m, y, i) we proceed as follows: Given m, y, i, we first test 
whether 
(b~(x) • m. (7) 
x~Dy 
If the answer is no, we do not care about the value of c'(m, y, i) so we define 
c'(m, y ,  i) = O. 
If the answer is yes and if Dy ~ {0}, the most efficient programs for com- 
puting ¢i'/Du in the two systems (~' ,  ¢', ~', I [') and (~,  ¢, ~b, [ l) are 
identical; because inequality (7) holds we may actually find ¢i'/Du, and 
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by Theorem 1 we can effectively find the most efficient such program, 
call it ~a,  in the system (~, 4, #, ] [), so we may simply define 
c'(m, y, i) = t ~q 1' (=  ] ~a I). 
If the answer is yes and Du = {0}, since again q~i(0) ~< m, we may again 
actually find 4i(0) and the most efficient program ~q in the system 
(~,4 ,  ¢, [ I )  for computing the function {(0,4i(0))}. In this case, if 
4i(0) ~ K, ~£q need not be the most efficient program for computing 
{(0, 4i(0))} in the system (:~', 4', ~', ] I'), but it is clear from the construction 
that the size of the most efficient program for computing {(0, 4i(0))} in the 
system (~' ,  4', qS', i 1') will be [ -~q I' (=  l ~a 1). In this case we may 
therefore again define 
c'(m, y, i) = [ ~q 1". 
Part of the purpose of Theorems 1 and 2 is to convince the reader that 
it may be worthwhile to consider the possibility that Axioms 1-3 are still 
not an adequate basis for a fully developed theory of "abstract" computa- 
tional complexity. (See also McCreight-Meyer, 1968 and Young, 1969.) 
Although we think that, upon reflection, the reader will find Principle R 
very reasonable and its consequences interesting, the results we have obtained 
are not deep. The justification for Axioms 1-3 is that they are not only 
intuitively appealing but that they have deep consequences, and any new 
axioms should also meet this test. 
We do believe that investigations of the computational complexity of 
finite functions should be further pursued because all functions in real 
computational problems are in fact finite. We conclude with some trivial 
observations concerning this fact. In any computational system (#,  ¢, ¢, [ [), 
one can, given a finite function F~, effectively f indf(y) such that 41@) = Fv. 
Since the most obvious method for doing this might be to encode the 
entire table for Fv into the program ~1(~), one might say that program 
~s(~) computes 4I(~) by table look up. In Young (1968) we proved that 
there exist 0-1 valued total recursive functions 41, which are so difficult 
to compute that on almost all finite domains D, 4i/D (the restriction 
of 4i to D) is much more efficiently computed by table look-up than by 
any general program ~ for which 45 = 4i. Actually, as Albert Meyer 
pointed out to us, this holds whenever 4i is a sufficiently difficult o compute 
0-1 valued total recursive function. To see this, we now let 2tyFv be an 
enumeration without repetitions of all finite 0-1 valued functions, and, as 
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before we let f be a computable function for which F~ = el(r), and we 
denote the domain of F r by D r . We say that .~f(~ computes Fv by table 
look-up. 
LEMMA. For any Blum measure ~, there exists a total recursive function g 
such that for all 0-1 valued finite functions Fr , g bounds the difficulty of com- 
puting F r . Specifically, ZxsD~, ¢i(~)(x) ~< X~9~, g(x). 
Proof. Since there are only 3 z~+l 0 -- 1 valued functions on {0, 1 .... , n}, 
we may simply define g by maximizing over run times for these functions: 
g(n) = max I ~D~, eY(~)(x)[n~Dr'C-{O'l '2'""n} I" 
Clearly for any finite 0-1 valued function Fr, if m r denotes the largest 
element of Dy,, then 
Z g(x) >/g(mr) >/ Z q51(u)(x)" 
x~Dy, ~EDy, 
It should be pointed out that the preceding lemma and the following 
theorem do not hold when hyF r is allowed to range over all finite functions. 
This follows from the observation in McCreight-Meyer (1969) that for any 
Blum measure of complexity, ~, there is a total recursive function g(y, x) 
such that for all i, d?~(x) <~ g(qb,(x), x) for all but finitely many x. 
Our next theorem is an immediate corollary of the preceding lemma. 
THEOREM 4 (Meyer). There exists a fixed total recursive function g such 
that whenever t is a 0-1 valued total recursive function for which (~i = t implies 
¢i >~ g a.e., then, on almost all finite domains D, t/D is more efficiently computed 
by table look-up than by any general program .~ifor which ¢~ = t. Specifically, 
if ¢~ = t then for all but finitely many finite domains D, if Fy = t/D, then 
¢~(u) = t/D and Z~D es(u)(x) < ~x~D ~$(X). 
Clearly, by requiring that t be more difficult to compute than some g' 
which is much greater than g, we may force table look-up to almost always 
be a much better method for computing t/D than is any general program 
for computing t.
Much recent work in complexity theory has considered only programs 
for infinite functions which are "sufficiently" difficult to compute. Theorem 4 
suggests that, if one is interested in only finite segments of these functions, 
then these are just those programs which in practice should be used only 
for a few exceptional arguments in their domain. That is, if an infinite 
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function is sufficiently difficult o compute and one is interested in minimizing 
computational complexity on finite domains, then one should seldom use 
a program capable of computing the entire function because such a program 
will be unnecessarily inefficient. The situation is quite different if we are 
concerned with the size of programs: 
THEOREM 5. For any infinite function t, if ¢~ = t, then for all but finitely 
many finite domains D, if  Fv = t/D (so ¢I~u) = t/D), then ] ~ ] < I ~¢~u) i.
Proof. There are only finitely many programs ~3 for which [ # j  ] ~ ] :~i I. 
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